2019 Admitted Student Open House: Department Tours (10 am - 2 pm)

**Biomedical Engineering**
- **Department Info Session:** 10:30am, 11:30am, 1pm (BME 102)
- **All day:** Discussions on career paths with current students (BME 122), Tour teaching laboratories (102/116), Senior Design Projects (117), and Undergraduate labs (121)

**Chemical & Biochemical Engineering**
- **Department Info Session:** 10am, 11am, 12pm & 1pm (RWH 304F)
- **All day:** Infrastructure Lab with Shaker Demo (15 min, RWH 425), Visualization Lab with AI (15 min, RWH 417), Environmental Lab (15 min, RWH 319), Fluids Lab with Floating Home Demo (15 min, RWH 303)

**Civil & Environmental Engineering**
- **Guided Tours:** 10am, 10:45am, 11:30am, 12:15pm, 1:00pm
- **Tour Features:** Welcome Presentation with Faculty, (EE 103), IEEE Robotics Presentation (EE Basement), Crystal Ball Workshop (EE205), 8-Bit Binary Computer Demo (EE 107), Senior Capstone Poster Presentations (EE 109, 207, 209)

**Electrical & Computer Engineering**
- **Guided Tours:** 10am, 10:30am, 11am, 11:30 am, 12pm, 12:30pm, 1pm, 1:30pm (CORE 104)
- **Tour Features:** Faculty Introduction (104), Lab Tours and Demos featuring Senior Design Projects (116), Energy Systems Simulation (106), Quality and Reliability Engineering (114)

**Industrial & Systems Engineering**
- **Department Info Session + Q&A:** 10am, 10:30am, 11am, 11:30 am, 12pm, 12:30pm, 1pm, 1:30pm (RWH Concepts Lab)
- **All day (10 min Demos):** Supersonic Wind Tunnel (ENG D-Wing), Robotics and Fabrication Lab (RWH 1st Floor), Buehler Aerospace Lab (RWH 1st Floor), 3D Printing Demos (RWH 1st Floor)

**Materials Science & Engineering**
- **Interactive Table Demo:** 8:30am-10:30am (RWH Lobby)
- **Q&A:** Visit the MSE Table during the Dept. Table Fair, BSC- Int’l Lounge (10am - 2pm)

**Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering**
- **Interactive Table Demo:** 8:30am-10:30am (RWH Lobby)
- **Meet the Program Director + Q&A:** All Day, RWH 206 (10:30am - 2pm)

**Packaging Engineering**